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Abstract: Today the improvement of software development
processes is certainly one of the top priorities of the IT
industry. The paper was developed to support those software
developers of software enterprises and software researchers
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1. Introduction
A brief description of some better known approaches has
been described in this paper.Inorder to describe the variety
of software process improvement approaches which has
been proposed for SMEs, brief summaries of the main
features of software approaches and its software processes
are presented in context, developmentally as well as
historically.

2. Overview of Software Process Improvement
Approaches
2.1 CMMI
The Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering
Institute (SEI) has proposed a wide range of Capability
Maturity Model(CMM).They are: software engineering
(SW-CMM), systems engineering(SE-CMM),software
acquisition(SA-CMM),human resources management(PCMM),integrated product and process development (IPPDCMM) and so on[1]. The models have helped the software
organizations to improve their software processes and to
produce quality product.However,the coexistent of the
models showed the defects gradually.Therefore,a new
model is proposed Capability Maturity Model
Integration(CMMI)The purpose of this integration is to
reduce the multi-disciplinary model-based process
improvement costs[2].It has been observed that, when
CMMI is viewed holistically,CMMI’s ultimate goal(i.e.
continuous process improvement) is to cause an
organization to become less wasteful, leaner and more in
touch with actual development progress. The process areas
alongwith capability levels are given below:

2.2 PSP
PSP stands for Personal Software Process. It is a
technique to improve the predictability, quality and
productivity of the software engineers in their work.
The main objective of PSP is to help the software
engineers how a defined and measured process can
help them to improve them to improve their personal
performance irrespective of the engineering
methods[4].The PSP is similar to CMM except that it
focuses on the personal process. The PSP involves the
following personal costs like the time required by
software engineers to learn and use it, the emotional
cost of maintaining the needed discipline and the
potential risk to their ego [5].A typical PSP course
uses ten software development exercises, a structured
sequence of defined processes, and five data analysis
exercises to demonstrate the process. The process
areas of PSP alongwith the capability levels are
Table 2: The Process Areas of PSP [4]

Table 1: Software Process Areas of CMMI [3]
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SQIMSO stands for Software Quality Model for Small
Organizations. The SQIMSO is motivated by three main
critical issues.First, every improvement program should be
wide enough to include three main factors which are
process quality, product quality and human resources
management.Second, any process quality model should
answer the question “How to do?” . Third, any suggested
quality model should be practical enough to be
implemented by small software organizations for saving
costs and time without decreasing the quality turnover
level [9].
Table 4: SQIMSO Model Process Structure [9]

2.3 BOOTSTRAP
BOOTSTRAP is a European Software Process Assessment
and Improvement Methodology which was initially
developed in an ESPRIT project starting from lean and
kaizen philosophy. The first version of BOOTSTRAP
methodology(version 1.0) was developed in the
BOOTSTRAP project taking the CMM(version 1.0) as the
basic reference(capability and maturity levels and process
definitions) and extending it with the features of ISO 9000
quality standards and the European Space Agency lifecycle
model [6].Unlike the CMM,BOOTSTRAP does not
assume strict adherence to a distinct key practice model
and allows the use of alternative approaches[7].The main
characteristics of the method are the reference framework,
the assessment procedure, the structure of questionnaires,
and the rating and scoring mechanisms employed [8].
Table 3: Process Areas in BOOTSTRAP Architecture [6]

2.4 SQIMSO
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2.5 K-Model
The certification level of K-model is categorized into three
levels. They are Initial level (level 1), Good level (level 2)
and Very good level (level 3)[10].The certification level is
differently applied to valuation factors. Each certification
degree acts as an indicator representing the degree of
activity capability level related with software development
project performance. The initial level is the necessary level
of improving the process capability in the situation of the
performance level of special project, or quality cost, the
appointed date of delivery. In the good level, the process is
the capability level to successfully perform the project. In
the very good level, the performance of the project is of
consistent quality level [10].
Table 5: K-Model Processes (Good Level) [10]

2.6. MPS Model
The MPS model was proposed to improve the quality of
Brazilian software processes and products through the
development and dissemination of Brazilian software
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process model. The model is based on software
engineering best practices and is aligned to Brazilian
software industry context. The MPS model is constituted of
the MPS Reference Model, the MPS Assessment Method
and the MPS Business Model [11].
Table 6: MPS Processes [11]

3. Conclusion
It is hoped that the paper provide support for those
researchers who are interested in software process
improvement in small scale and medium scale enterprises
as it gives references about the software processes which
may be used to assist further research in software process
improvement. It is also hoped that the paper provides
information about the software processes used in small
scale and medium scale enterprises. The software
processes which are being described here can be used by
software enterprises and can tailor them as per the
software projects they undertake.
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